UNDERGROUND FEED
PAD MOUNT

FN22359-1
SWITCH

1-PHASE PLUG-IN
3-PHASE

500, 600, 900 V, 120/208, 200/240, 575 V, 1000 V

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

TEST BLOCKS ENTRANCE 311

Sockets Entrace 306

1000A U/G

EUSREC 354

OUTDOOR ENCLOSURE

AREA

CONDUT

AREA

CONDUT

underground pull sections may be field installed either left or right

AC: 100/240V
UTILITY:

VOLTAGE: 208/120V 3PH/4W

SCE S.O. # TO BE ASSIGNED

P.O. NUMBER: TO BE ISSUED

DISTRIBUTOR:

CONTRACTOR:

DATE:

JOE ADDRESS:

ANSI 61 LIGHT GREY POWDER COATED FINISH

ALUMINUM BUSH WITH ALUMINUM 80 PLATING

NEMA 3R RATED UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

UL LISTED DEADFRONT SWITCHBOARD E843151

602258-6438 FAX # 602-254-6933
1334 N. 21 ST. AVE, PHX AZ 85009

SUN VALLEY ELECTRIC MFG. INC.